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20 years back more than half of the semiconductor sales was for
computing – todays markets are much more diversified
Percentage of semiconductor sales

2016

1995

Silicon demand less volatile on broader application and markets
Sources: Computer History Museum, Catalog 107273410, WSTS 2017
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Ever new applications for electronic devices and the
infrastructure to support them continue to drive silicon demand
Electronic equipment contains multiple devices built on tailormade Si substrates
Current growth drivers include:
Data explosion: connected devices, data transport and storage, big data, logic/AI

Power: renewable energy, smart grid, battery chargers

Automotive: ADAS, infotainment, electro mobility
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AUTOMOTIVE

… drives silicon for devices
in the car and for networks
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Remember the good old Volkswagen Beetle…
Modern passenger cars are stuffed with electronics
Infotainment

Safety and Control

 Car audio

 Airbag

 Car navigation

 Parking assistant

 Dashboard

 Rear monitor
 Collision warning

Networking
 Intra-car (bus
system)

Powertrain
 Engine / emission
control

Comfort and Control

 Transmission

 Climate control

 EV/HEV motor

 Power doors
 Power windows

Electronic Systems

 Seat adjustment

 Lighting

Chassis

 Battery management

 Steering

 Starter

 Braking (ABS)

 Diagnostics

 Traction control
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Carmakers are working intensively on autonomous driving
Which will need even more silicon for infrastructure and networks
Requirement for Connectivity
Cloud

 High-definition map downloads in real time
 Sensor data uploads for machine learning
 Over-the-air firmware and software updates
Benefit of 5G Network
 Faster speed: Handle massive amounts of
data generated by autonomous cars
 Ultra latency: Max 10 GB per second (600
times faster than today’s LTE*)

 Vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-toinfrastructure connectivity:
Maximize use of available data, control traffic
 Intel® is offering Intel GO™ Automotive 5G
platform for automakers’ development
* Fastest average LTE speeds in the U.S.
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Source: Audi EMFT-YOLE Sensors for IoT in Munich (Jul 2017); Intel News Fact Sheet (Jan 2017)
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Silicon wafer area used in automotive applications expected to grow
at 7% CAGR in the next years driven by Logic and Sensors
Si area for automotive wafer market

Automotive silicon area growth
by device type (2016 – 2020)
CAGR
Logic IC 8.6%

36%

Sensors / Opto 6.3%

25%

Analog IC 6.3%

19%

Memory IC 8.7%

12%

Discretes 4.8%

8%

All Devices

2016

2017

Logic IC

Sensors / Opto

2018

2019

Analog IC

Discretes

Growth
contribution

7.0%

100%

2020
Memory IC
Source: IHS Markit Technology (Q3’17 Update)
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POWER DEVICES

…are everywhere and their
silicon demand grows
continuously
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Power devices are everywhere – silicon based devices convert
electricity multiple times before consumption

 Conversion of electric energy includes changing voltage, frequency and type of current
… vs. alternating ).
(direct ―

~
−

 Voltage ranges from hundreds of kilo Volts in power lines down to below 1 Volt in the logic
chips within your smartphone.
Source: Basics of power electronics, Point The Gap
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The more power, the more silicon is needed in the inverter:
from fractions of a wafer in an e-bike to ~20 wafers in a train.
200 mm wafers

ABB electric train

6000 kW

CAT large mining truck

3500 kW

Tesla Model X

500 kW

BMW i3

125 kW

electric bike

0.25 kW
Source: e-bikeshop.co.uk, pickuptrucks.com, abb.com, , tesla.com, bmwusa.com, Siltronic estimates
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Silicon demand for power devices is expected to grow
continuously in the next years, along with all other electronics.
Silicon wafer demand for power
(by area, 2017)

11%

Silicon area demand forecast for power
devices

16%
+3%

+6%

+7%

+6%

+3%

7%
22%

32%

12%

2015
Computing
Industrial
Consumer

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Mobile Phones
Automotive
Infrastructure
Source: IHS Markit Technology (Q2’17 Update, demand for Power Transistor & Thyristors, Rectifier & Power Diodes, Voltage Regulators, Amplifier/Comparator)
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DATA EXPLOSION

…Silicon is needed to
generate ever more data as
well as to store, move and
process it
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Data explosion: An inflation of connected devices and sensors
lead to an unprecedented increase of generation of new data
60 ZB of new data will be generated in 2021. Next year, more will be added…

Stored locally

7 billion connected devices
creating 60 ZB of data

Sent via internet

Analyzed at point of
generation and
storage sites

Stored in the cloud

Transmit, store and process these data fuels silicon demand
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Silicon is needed to generate much more data, but even more
Silicon is needed to store, move and process ever more data
 The number of networked devices will grow
from ~17 billion in 2016 to ~27 billion in 2021

Annual data creation

Zetabyte

120

 By 2020, data centers are expected to have
1.84 Zetabytes of storage: If SSDs for this
were stacked, they would stretch 430 km high
-- the distance from Munich to Vienna

80
40
0

2010 2013

2016

2019

2022

2025

 Strong increase in cloud storage will drive
300 mm silicon demand for memory as well
as high bandwidth communication

430 kilometers

160

3

 With 24% CAGR, annual global IP traffic will
reach 3.3 ZB per year by 2021:

Annual global IP traffic

 It would take more than 5 million years to
watch the amount of video that will cross
global IP networks each month in 2021.

2

1

2021

2020

2019

2018

2017

0
2016

Zetabyte / year

4

 Infrastructure required to support this traffic
includes items like routers, switches, hubs,
5G and cell equipment
Source: Cisco VNI Forecast, IDC Data Age 2025 Study, Cisco Cloud Index (GCI), IHS, Siltronic Estimate
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SILICON MARKET GROWTH

…fueled by new and more
devices enabling novel
applications in various
segments
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Silicon growth is fueled by new as well as simply more devices,
enabling a multitude of new applications in various segments
 From application to device to wafer
 electronic equipment contains multiple electronic devices
 many devices may be used in various different end applications
 devices are built on tailor-made substrates with different diameters
 Examples for growth drivers

 Automotive:

ADAS, infotainment, electro mobility

 Power:

renewable energy, smart grid, battery chargers

 Data explosion: Connected Devices, communication, storage, Big Data,
Artificial Intelligence
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Disclaimer
The information contained in this presentation is for background purposes only and is subject to
amendment, revision and updating. Certain statements contained in this presentation may be
statements of future expectations, future financial performance and other forward-looking statements
that are based on management's current views and assumptions and involve known and unknown risks
and uncertainties. In addition to statements which are forward-looking by reason of context, including
without limitation, statements referring to risk limitations, operational profitability, financial strength,
performance targets, profitable growth opportunities and risk adequate pricing, words such as "may”,
“will”, “should”, “expects”, “plans”, “intends”, “anticipates”, “believes”, “estimates”, “predicts”, “continue”,
“projects” or “seeks”, “potential”, “future”, or “further” and similar expressions may identify forwardlooking statements. By their nature, forward-looking statements involve a number of risks, uncertainties
and assumptions which could cause actual results or events to differ materially from those expressed or
implied by the forward-looking statements. These include, among other factors, changing business or
other market conditions, currency and interest fluctuations, introduction of competitive products, poor
acceptance of new products and services, change of the corporate strategy and the prospects for
growth anticipated by the management. These and other factors could adversely affect the outcome and
financial effects of the plans and events described herein. Statements contained in this presentation
regarding past trends or activities should not be taken as a representation that such trends or activities
will continue in the future. Siltronic AG does not undertake and does not intent to undertake any
obligation to update or revise any statements contained in this presentation, whether as a result of new
information, future events or otherwise. In particular, you should not place any reliance on forwardlooking statements which speak only as of the date of this presentation.
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